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Standard Model 
SM describes all short distance phenomena 

down to ~ 10-18 cm.

Gauge bosons

Fermions

Yukawa couplings

Higgs
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Standard Model 

Without Yukawa couplings, SM possesses a large global 

flavor symmetry SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)u ⇥ SU(3)d

Lquark = iQ̄i 6DQi + iūi 6Dui + id̄i 6Ddi

+ Yu
ijQi�

†uj + Yd
ijQi�dj + h.c.



Standard Model 

Without Yukawa couplings, SM possesses a large global 

flavor symmetry 

With Yukawa couplings, flavor structure still very 

predicative, supressed FCNC’s, small CP violation, lepton 

and baryon number conservation, etc. 

SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)u ⇥ SU(3)d

Lquark = iQ̄i 6DQi + iūi 6Dui + id̄i 6Ddi

+ Yu
ijQi�

†uj + Yd
ijQi�dj + h.c.



Standard Model 

Tremendous experimental support for CKM flavor picture   

(2008 Nobel Prize)

Tightly constrains “new physics” that doesn’t feature                   

the same structure



Why New Physics?

Higgs potential has only dimensionful parameter in SM

Quantum corrections make the mass parameter unstable  
Fine tuning ~ 16 decimals for weak scale Higgs

LHiggs = |Dµ�|2 �m2�†�� �

4
(�†�)2

“We are, I think, in the right Road of Improvement, for we are making Experiments.”
–Benjamin Franklin

1 Introduction

The Standard Model of high-energy physics, augmented by neutrino masses, provides a remarkably
successful description of presently known phenomena. The experimental frontier has advanced into the
TeV range with no unambiguous hints of additional structure. Still, it seems clear that the Standard
Model is a work in progress and will have to be extended to describe physics at higher energies.
Certainly, a new framework will be required at the reduced Planck scale MP = (8πGNewton)−1/2 =
2.4 × 1018 GeV, where quantum gravitational effects become important. Based only on a proper
respect for the power of Nature to surprise us, it seems nearly as obvious that new physics exists in the
16 orders of magnitude in energy between the presently explored territory near the electroweak scale,
MW , and the Planck scale.

The mere fact that the ratio MP/MW is so huge is already a powerful clue to the character of
physics beyond the Standard Model, because of the infamous “hierarchy problem” [1]. This is not
really a difficulty with the Standard Model itself, but rather a disturbing sensitivity of the Higgs
potential to new physics in almost any imaginable extension of the Standard Model. The electrically
neutral part of the Standard Model Higgs field is a complex scalar H with a classical potential

V = m2
H |H|2 + λ|H|4 . (1.1)

The Standard Model requires a non-vanishing vacuum expectation value (VEV) for H at the minimum

of the potential. This will occur if λ > 0 and m2
H < 0, resulting in 〈H〉 =

√
−m2

H/2λ. Since we

know experimentally that 〈H〉 is approximately 174 GeV, from measurements of the properties of the
weak interactions, it must be that m2

H is very roughly of order −(100 GeV)2. The problem is that m2
H

receives enormous quantum corrections from the virtual effects of every particle that couples, directly
or indirectly, to the Higgs field.

For example, in Figure 1.1a we have a correction to m2
H from a loop containing a Dirac fermion

f with mass mf . If the Higgs field couples to f with a term in the Lagrangian −λfHff , then the
Feynman diagram in Figure 1.1a yields a correction

∆m2
H = − |λf |2

8π2
Λ2
UV + . . . . (1.2)

Here ΛUV is an ultraviolet momentum cutoff used to regulate the loop integral; it should be interpreted
as at least the energy scale at which new physics enters to alter the high-energy behavior of the theory.
The ellipses represent terms proportional to m2

f , which grow at most logarithmically with ΛUV (and
actually differ for the real and imaginary parts of H). Each of the leptons and quarks of the Standard
Model can play the role of f ; for quarks, eq. (1.2) should be multiplied by 3 to account for color. The

H

f

(a)

S

H

(b)

Figure 1.1: One-loop quantum corrections to the Higgs squared mass parameter m2
H , due to (a) a Dirac

fermion f , and (b) a scalar S.
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Motivates searches for new particles to cancel bad stuff



Why SUSY?
Quadratic divergences cancel with superpartner loops 

“We are, I think, in the right Road of Improvement, for we are making Experiments.”
–Benjamin Franklin
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The Standard Model of high-energy physics, augmented by neutrino masses, provides a remarkably
successful description of presently known phenomena. The experimental frontier has advanced into the
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2.4 × 1018 GeV, where quantum gravitational effects become important. Based only on a proper
respect for the power of Nature to surprise us, it seems nearly as obvious that new physics exists in the
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neutral part of the Standard Model Higgs field is a complex scalar H with a classical potential
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The Standard Model requires a non-vanishing vacuum expectation value (VEV) for H at the minimum
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Figure 1.1: One-loop quantum corrections to the Higgs squared mass parameter m2
H , due to (a) a Dirac

fermion f , and (b) a scalar S.
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Gauge couplings unify better than SM  w/ SU(5) or SO(10)

⇠ m2
S log

⇤

2
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m2
S

+

Important ingredient in UV physics  

Dark matter for free (if  R-parity is imposed)

In short: a highly motivated scenario 



Not So Fast!

Bounds ~ TeV

Weakens 
naturalness
motivation

Generic*  
problem for 

weak scale

SUSY

Mass scale [TeV]
-110 1 10

ATLAS SUSY Searches* - 95% CL Lower Limits (Status: HCP 2012)
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,missT
E) : 'monojet' + χWIMP interaction (D5, Dirac  

Scalar gluon : 2-jet resonance pair
 qqq : 3-jet resonance pair→ g~

,missTE : 4 lep + 
e
νµ,eµνee→

0
1
χ∼, 0

1
χ∼l→Ll

~, 
-
Ll

~+
Ll

~ ,missTE : 4 lep + 
e
νµ,eµνee→

0
1
χ∼, 0

1
χ∼W→

+
1
χ∼, -

1
χ∼

+
1
χ∼

,missTEBilinear RPV CMSSM : 1 lep + 7 j's + 
 resonanceτ)+µe(→τν

∼+X, τν
∼→LFV : pp

 resonanceµe+→τν
∼+X, τν

∼→LFV : pp
 + heavy displaced vertexµ (RPV) : µ qq→ 0

1
χ∼

τ∼GMSB : stable 
 (full detector)γβ, β R-hadrons : low t~Stable 
 (full detector)γβ, β R-hadrons : low g~Stable 

±

1
χ∼ pair prod. (AMSB) : long-lived ±

1
χ∼Direct 

,missTE : 3 lep + 0
1
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)*(Z0
1
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)*( W→ 0
2
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±
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~
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νLl
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2
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1
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1
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1
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,missTE : 2 lep + 0
1
χ∼l→l~, Ll

~
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~ ,missT
Ell) + b-jet + → (natural GMSB) : Z(t~t~ ,missTE : 0 lep + b-jet + 0

1
χ∼t→t~ (heavy), t~t~

,missTE : 1 lep + b-jet + 0
1
χ∼t→t~ (heavy), t~t~

,missTE : 2 lep + b-jet + 0
1
χ∼t→t~ (medium), t~t~

,missTE : 1/2 lep + b-jet + ±

1
χ∼b→t~ (light), t~t~

,missTE : 2 lep + ±

1
χ∼b→t~ (very light), t~t~ ,missTE : 3 lep + j's + ±

1
χ∼t→1b~, b~b~

,missTE : 0 lep + 2-b-jets + 0
1
χ∼b→1b~, b~b~

,missTE) : 0 lep + 3 b-j's + t~ (virtual 0
1
χ∼tt→g~

,missTE) : 0 lep + multi-j's + t~ (virtual 0
1
χ∼tt→g~

,missTE) : 3 lep + j's + t~ (virtual 0
1
χ∼tt→g~

,missTE) : 2 lep (SS) + j's + t~ (virtual 0
1
χ∼tt→g~

,missTE) : 0 lep + 3 b-j's + b~ (virtual 0
1
χ∼bb→g~

,missTEGravitino LSP : 'monojet' + 
,missTEGGM (higgsino NLSP) : Z + jets + ,missT

E + b + γGGM (higgsino-bino NLSP) : ,missT
E + lep + γGGM (wino NLSP) : ,missT
E + γγGGM (bino NLSP) : ,missT
E + 0-1 lep + j's + τ NLSP) : 1-2 τ∼GMSB ( ,missTE NLSP) : 2 lep (OS) + j's + l~GMSB (

,missTE) : 1 lep + j's + ±
χ∼qq→g~ (±

χ∼Gluino med. 
,missTEPheno model : 0 lep + j's + 
,missTEPheno model : 0 lep + j's + 
,missTEMSUGRA/CMSSM : 1 lep + j's + 
,missTEMSUGRA/CMSSM : 0 lep + j's + 

M* scale  < 80 GeV, limit of < 687 GeV for D8)χm(704 GeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2012-147]-1=10.5 fbL

sgluon mass (incl. limit from 1110.2693)100-287 GeV , 7 TeV [1210.4826]-1=4.6 fbL

 massg~666 GeV , 7 TeV [1210.4813]-1=4.6 fbL

 massl~  > 0)122λ or 121λ), τl
~
(m)=µl

~
(m)=el

~
(m) > 100 GeV, 0

1
χ
∼(m(430 GeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2012-153]-1=13.0 fbL
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1
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 massτν
∼ =0.05)1(2)33λ=0.10, ,

311λ(1.10 TeV , 7 TeV [Preliminary]-1=4.6 fbL

 massτν
∼ =0.05)132λ=0.10, ,

311λ(1.61 TeV , 7 TeV [Preliminary]-1=4.6 fbL

 massq~  decoupled)g~ < 1 m, τ, 1 mm < c-510× < 1.5211
,
λ < -510×(0.3700 GeV , 7 TeV [1210.7451]-1=4.4 fbL

 massτ∼  < 20)β(5 < tan300 GeV , 7 TeV [1211.1597]-1=4.7 fbL

 masst~683 GeV , 7 TeV [1211.1597]-1=4.7 fbL

 massg~985 GeV , 7 TeV [1211.1597]-1=4.7 fbL

 mass±

1
χ∼ ) < 10 ns)±

1
χ
∼(τ(1 < 220 GeV , 7 TeV [1210.2852]-1=4.7 fbL
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1
χ∼ ) = 0, sleptons decoupled)0
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χ
∼(m), 0
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 massg~ ))g~(m)+0
χ
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∼(m) < 200 GeV, 0
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χ
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χ
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 massg~ = q~1.24 TeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2012-104]-1=5.8 fbL
 massg~ = q~1.50 TeV , 8 TeV [ATLAS-CONF-2012-109]-1=5.8 fbL

Only a selection of the available mass limits on new states or phenomena shown.*
 theoretical signal cross section uncertainty.σAll limits quoted are observed minus 1

-1 = (2.1 - 13.0) fbLdt∫
 = 7, 8 TeVs

ATLAS
Preliminary

7 TeV results

8 TeV results



Not So Fast!

Bounds ~ TeV

Weakens 
naturalness
motivation

Generic*  
problem for 

weak scale

SUSY

Mass scale [TeV]
-110 1 10

ATLAS SUSY Searches* - 95% CL Lower Limits (Status: HCP 2012)
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7 TeV results

8 TeV results0
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SU(3)Q SU(3)u SU(3)d SU(3)L SU(3)e U(1)B�L U(1)H
Q 1 1 1 1 1/3 0
ū 1 1 1 1 �1/3 0
d̄ 1 1 1 1 �1/3 0
L 1 1 1 1 �1 0
ē 1 1 1 1 1 0
Hu 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
Hd 1 1 1 1 1 0 �1
Yu 1 1 1 0 �1
Yd 1 1 1 0 1
Ye 1 1 1 0 1

Table 2: The transformation properties of the chiral superfields and the spurions under the
non-anomalous flavor symmetries preserved by the µ term. We omit discrete symmetries
and a non-anomalous U(1)R which is broken by the soft terms, including the Bµ term.

the Yukawa couplings. It is then natural to analyze the spurious symmetries preserved by
the µ-term but broken by the Yukawa couplings, which are given in Table 2. Excepting
U(1)B�L and a U(1)2 subgroup of SU(3)L ⇥ SU(3)e representing intergenerational lepton
number di�erences, the Yukawa couplings are charged under all of these symmetries, which
are therefore broken by the superpotential.

The basic assumption of minimal flavor violation [9–12] is that the Yukawa couplings Yu,
Yd, and Ye are the only spurions which break the nonabelian SU(3)5 flavor symmetry. No
assumption on baryon or lepton number is made. Thus, while flavor non-singlet terms may be
written in the superpotential, or as soft breaking terms, their coe⇥cients must be built out of
combinations of Yukawa couplings and their complex conjugates in a way which respects the
underlying spurious flavor symmetry. The main new ingredient in applying MFV to SUSY
theories is that the spurions also have to be assigned to representations of supersymmetry.
Since the spurions Yu,d,e appear in the superpotential in the Yukawa terms, the most natural
assumption is to assign these spurions to chiral superfields, with the expectation that in a
UV completion these spurions would emerge as VEVs of some heavy chiral superfields. This
assignment for the spurions ensures that the conjugate Yukawa couplings Y † cannot appear
in the superpotential, which will lead to a very restrictive ansatz, both for R-parity violating
terms and for higher dimensional operators.

The MFV hypothesis can be shown to naturally suppress FCNCs [11,12], thereby solving
the new physics flavor problem. It is also RGE stable, due to the spurious flavor symme-
tries, which prevent flavor violating terms from being generated radiatively except those
proportional to the original spurions themselves. As explored in [13], it is possible to impose
the MFV hypothesis on spurious (and even anomalous) U(1) symmetries as well. How-
ever, we will not do so, since the abelian symmetries are not needed to suppress FCNCs,
and furthermore, imposing such a hypothesis will generally lead to phenomenology which is
closer to the R-parity conserving MSSM, while our primary goal is to demonstrate a viable
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Setup in the massless neutrino limit: Setup in the massless neutrino limit: 
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Setup in the massless neutrino limit: Setup in the massless neutrino limit: 

In massless neutrino limit, a                                               symmetry

mixing term L̃H̃d
⇥
+ c.c.. However, while such terms will play an important role when we

introduce neutrino masses in §5, in the case of massless neutrinos they are absent for the
following symmetry reason. There is a ZL

3 ⇧ SU(3)L � SU(3)e symmetry of the form:

L ⌅ �L , ē ⌅ ��1ē , Ye ⌅ Ye , (2.3)

where � ⇥ e2�i/3 and the other fields and spurions are not charged under ZL
3 . In particular,

ZL
3 lies within the Z3 � Z3 center of SU(3)L � SU(3)e, and is also a Z3 subgroup of U(1)L.

As all spurions are neutral under ZL
3 , we conclude that lepton number can only be violated

in multiples of three. Soft terms of this type are not possible, whereas the lowest-dimension
�L = ±3 Kähler potential corrections are dimension eight, and are strongly suppressed for
a su⇤ciently high cuto⇥.

Since, in the absence of light unflavored fermions, proton decay requires lepton number
violation, we conclude that the proton is e⇥ectively stable for massless neutrinos. Thus,
proton stability will only constrain the neutrino sector, as discussed in §6.3

In addition to the R-parity conserving terms (2.1), MFV allows only one additional
renormalizable correction to the superpotential:

WBNV =
1

2
w⇥⇥(Yu ū)(Yd d̄)(Yd d̄) , (2.4)

where w⇥⇥ is an unknown O(1) coe⇤cient. In combination with the MFV structure of the soft
terms, most of the interesting phenomenology of our model arises from this baryon-number
and R-parity violating term.

The allowed A and B terms are in direct correspondence with the allowed superpotential
terms, and carry the same flavor structure. The Kähler potential need not be canonical, and
is subject to non-universal corrections. At the renormalizable level, these take the form:

K = Q†
⇤
1 + fQ(YuY

†
u , YdY

†
d )

T + h.c.
⌅
Q+ ū†

⇤
1 + Y †

u fu(YuY
†
u , YdY

†
d )Yu + h.c.

⌅
ū

+d̄†
⇤
1 + Y †

d fu(YuY
†
u , YdY

†
d )Yd + h.c.

⌅
d̄

+L† �1 + fL(YeY
†
e )

T + h.c.
⇥
L+ ē†

�
1 + fe(Y

†
e Ye) + h.c.

⇥
ē , (2.5)

where the fi are polynomials in the indicated (Hermitean) matrices. While the renormal-
izable Kähler potential can be made canonical by an appropriate change of basis, such a
change of basis is not compatible with the holomorphy of the spurions. The situation is
analogous to that of the supersymmetric beta function, where the one-loop NSVZ result
can be shown to be exact in an appropriate holomorphic basis, but the “physical” all-loop
beta function is still subject to wave function renormalization, since the gauge boson kinetic
term is non-canonical in the holomorphic basis. Similarly, in MFV SUSY the form of the

this would allow nonholomorphic spurion combinations, such terms are suppressed by F/�2 ⇤ msoft/�
relative to the usual holomorphic contributions, and can therefore be neglected.

3The situation changes if the gravitino (or another unflavored fermion, such as an axino) is lighter than
mp. We discuss the resulting constraints on m3/2 in §6.
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Setup in the massless neutrino limit: Setup in the massless neutrino limit: 

Baryon violation highly yukawa suppressed  

Soft masses flavor diagonal up to yukawa insertions   

Strongest constraints from ∆ B = 2  processes

– Dinucleon decay   

– Neutron-antineutron oscillations 
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Figure 1: The leading contribution to n� n̄ oscillation.

Since the squarks in Fig. 1 are initially right-handed, the required flavor changing is
suppressed by an additional Yukawa coupling. Depending on the initial flavor of the squark,
we obtain

b̃R ⌃ d̃L ⇧ yb⇤
3 , s̃R ⌃ d̃L ⇧ ys⇤

5 . (4.6)

As the vertex factor is also larger for a b̃ squark, b̃R ⌃ d̃L is clearly dominant.
Gathering all factors, we obtain the amplitude

Mn�n̄ ⇧ �̃ t6� ⇤
8 m2

um
2
dm

4
b

m8
t

⇧
�̃

mq̃

⌃4 ⌥
g2s

⇧
�̃

mg̃

⌃
+ . . .

�
, (4.7)

where we write the hadronic matrix element as �̃6, with �̃ ⇧ �QCD in rough agreement
with the estimates of [6, 21]. The omitted terms come from neutralino, rather than gluino,
exchange and can be important if the gluino is very heavy.

The n � n̄ oscillation time is approximately tosc ⇧ M�1. Therefore, assuming that the
tree-level amplitude (4.7) gives the dominant contribution, we find

tosc ⇧ (9⇥ 109 s)

⇤
250 MeV

�̃

⌅6 � mq̃

100 GeV

⇥4 � mg̃

100 GeV

⇥⇤ 45

tan ⇥

⌅6

, (4.8)

where we take �s ⇤ g2s/4⌅ ⇧ 0.12. This must be compared to the experimental bound (4.1),
⇧ ⌅ 2.44 ⇥ 108 s. Thus, unless we have substantially underestimated the hadronic matrix
element, n� n̄ oscillations place no constraint on our model.

4.2 Dinucleon decay

The simplest diagrams for dinucleon decay take the same form as the tree-level n�n̄ diagram
(see Fig. 1), with the addition of two spectator quarks, as shown in Fig. 2. There are two pos-
sibilities, depending on whether the exchanged sparticle is a chargino or a gluino/neutralino.
In the former case, the squarks undergo charged flavor changing while converting to quarks,
much like quarks exchanging a W boson; charge conservation then requires that one squark
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Typical SUSY flavor constraints ameliorated by MFV

MFV SUSY
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Setup in the massless neutrino limit: Setup in the massless neutrino limit: 

– Yukawa structure of  soft terms allows large A-terms for 

   3rd generation. Naturally allows stop/sbottom LSPs 

Is there a plausible UV story? 

– Including see-saw mechanism induces suppressed

   LLe, LQd; model retains quantitatively similar bounds

Features

– Allows light (~ few 100 GeV) scalars consistent with LHC

MFV SUSY
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Digression: General Considerations 

GF ⌘ SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)u ⇥ SU(3)d ⇥ SU(3)L ⇥ SU(3)e

A: Lots and lots of  NGBs – i.e. long range forces

Naive gauging has a similar problem: 

 If  yukawas        <y> VEV of  a scalar, gauge boson

masses        g <y>             unsuppressed FCNCs for light quarks

The SM enjoys a large global symmetry w/o Yukawas

Q: why not a global UV group? 

 

Gauged Flavor (non-SUSY) 
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Inverted hierarchy : Grinstein, Redi, Villadoro (arXiv: 1009.2049)

In the rest of the paper we give the details on how the mechanism works, we will discuss where the

strongest bounds on the model come from and possible signatures at hadron colliders. For definiteness

we will focus on the quark sector, gauging the full flavor group and considering mainly the minimal

set of flavon fields, although the same mechanism can easily be applied to more general situations.

2 Inverted Hierarchies From Anomaly Cancellation

In the absence of Yukawas, focusing on the quark sector, the SM enjoys at the classical level the global

symmetry

U(3)QL � U(3)UR � U(3)DR , (2.1)

where QL, UR and DR transform as fundamentals.

We assume this to be an exact symmetry of nature. In order to allow Yukawa couplings the flavor

symmetry should be broken spontaneously by the vacuum. This can be most simply realized by the

VEVs of two bifundamentals flavon fields transforming as

Yu = (3̄, 3, 1) ,

Yd = (3̄, 1, 3) .
(2.2)

In general the VEVs of these fields, while related, should not be confused with the Yukawa matrices,

as functions of Yu,d may have equal transformation properties. Indeed this will be the crucial feature

of our model. To avoid problematic flavor violating GBs, the symmetry should be gauged. Within the

SM the gauging of the SM flavor symmetry (2.1) is anomalous due to cubic and mixed hypercharge

anomalies. The simplest option to cancel the cubic non-abelian anomalies is to add two right-handed

colored fermions in the fundamental of SU(3)QL , one left handed fundamental of SU(3)UR and one

left-handed fundamental of SU(3)DR . In this way the fermions are vector-like with respect to the

flavor gauge group but remain chiral with respect to the SM gauge symmetry. The other possibility,

with the two right-handed triplets in an SU(2)L doublet is an uninteresting, non-chiral model. We

are therefore led rather uniquely to the following model:

SU(3)QL SU(3)UR SU(3)DR SU(3)c SU(2)L U(1)Y

QL 3 1 1 3 2 1/6

UR 1 3 1 3 1 2/3

DR 1 1 3 3 1 -1/3

�uR 3 1 1 3 1 2/3

�dR 3 1 1 3 1 -1/3

�u 1 3 1 3 1 2/3

�d 1 1 3 3 1 -1/3

Yu 3 3 1 1 1 0

Yd 3 1 3 1 1 0

H 1 1 1 1 2 1/2

3

  Flavons  <
(awful notation)

– Gauge flavor group 

– Add minimal field content to cancel flavor anomalies 

– Displace the flavor breaking fields

SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)u ⇥ SU(3)d ⇥ SU(3)L ⇥ SU(3)e

Quarks  {

Exotics  {

L � �uH̃Q̄ uR + �0uYu ̄u uR +Mu ̄uŪR + (u $ d)

Gauged Flavor (non-SUSY) 
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�! �uMu

�0
u hYui

H̃QUR Yu ⌘ �uMu

�0
u hYui
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Gauge boson masses feature inverse-yukawa hierarchy 

Lgauge �
g2Q
2
|AQYu|2 +

g2u
2
|AuYu|2 + (u ⇥⇤ d)

! M2
A ⇠ g2 hYui2 =

✓
g�Mu

�0

◆2 1

y2u

Integrate out (diagonalize) fermions after SSB:

hY i � M

L � �uH̃Q uR + �0uYu u uR +Mu uUR + (u ! d)

�! �uMu

�0
u hYui

H̃QUR Yu ⌘ �uMu

�0
u hYui

⇠ hY i
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Setup in the massless neutrino limit: in the massless neutrino limit: 

Light generations:                       exotic fermion masses 

Gauge boson masses feature inverse-yukawa hierarchy 

Lgauge �
g2Q
2
|AQYu|2 +

g2u
2
|AuYu|2 + (u ⇥⇤ d)

Strongly suppresses FCNCs for light flavors 

! M2
A ⇠ g2 hYui2 =

✓
g�Mu

�0

◆2 1

y2u

Integrate out (diagonalize) fermions after SSB:

hY i � M

L � �uH̃Q uR + �0uYu u uR +Mu uUR + (u ! d)

�! �uMu

�0
u hYui

H̃QUR Yu ⌘ �uMu

�0
u hYui

⇠ hY i

⇠ 1

hY 2
u i

(Q�µQ)2

Gauged Flavor (non-SUSY) 
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– Model not quite MFV : gauge induced FCNCs persist even 
when yukawas are turned off  in the                limit. 
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Setup in the massless neutrino limit: Setup in the massless neutrino limit: 

Some Features 

–                                    are universal free parameters. �u,d,�
0
u,d,Mu,d

–             carry flavor structure, overall scale is free parameter Yu,d

– Gauge bosons that mediate 3rd generation transitions can be             
light                  and might be LHC accessible.

–   Strongest bounds from modified Zbb coupling, 4th gen searches

– Model not quite MFV : gauge induced FCNCs persist even 
when yukawas are turned off  in the                limit. 

⇠ O(TeV)

M ! 0

     Lightest exotics > 400-500 GeV

Gauged Flavor (non-SUSY) 



Setup in the massless neutrino limit: Setup in the massless neutrino limit: 

Finally Add SUSY 
Let’s Supersymmetrize the gauged model 

Note:           superfields added to cancel flavor anomalies Y c
u,d

As before : flavor spurions are not the yukawas, despite the notation 

SU(3)Q SU(3)U SU(3)D SU(3)c SU(2)L U(1)Y

Q 3 1 1 3 2 +1/6
u 1 3 1 3 1 �2/3

d 1 1 3 3 1 +1/3

 uc 3 1 1 3 1 �2/3
 dc 3 1 1 3 1 +1/3
 u 1 3 1 3 1 +2/3
 d 1 1 3 3 1 �1/3

Yu 3 3 1 1 1 0
Y c

u 3 3 1 1 1 0
Yd 3 1 3 1 1 0
Y c

d 3 1 3 1 1 0

Table 1: The subscripts on the  s indicates their representation under GSM . The Y c
u,d superfields

have been added to cancel the added anomalies introduced by the fermionic partners of Yukawa
spurions

In the quark sector, the most general, renormalizable superpotential invariant under both GSM ⌦
GF symmetries is

W = �uHuQ uc + �0
uYu u uc + Mu uū + WY + (u ! d) + WBNV , (5)

where the bifundamental self interactions and baryon violating terms are given by

WY ⌘ �YuYuYuYu + �Y c
u
Y c

u Y c
u Y c

u + µYuYuY c
u , WBNV ⌘ 1

2
⌘  uc dc dc . (6)

For the remainder of this paper, whenever down-type interactions have the same structure as
their up-type counterparts, they will be omitted for simplicity.

All dimensionless superpotential couplings (�, �0,�Y ,�Y c , ⌘) are flavor universal coe�cients
and µY is a free parameter. Note that WY contains all allowed Yu,d, Y

c
u,d interactions and WBNV

is the only source of R-parity violation. The familiar baryon violating trilinear coupling ūd̄d̄ is
forbidden by the flavor symmetry, but will be induced upon spontaneous symmetry brekaking
(see Sec. 2.2).

2.1 Yukawa Couplings

Following [6], the Yu,d fields completely break the flavor symmetry prior to electorweak symmetry
breaking and give the exotic fields an additional source of mass mixing

�0
u hYui↵�0

( uc)↵( u)�0 + Mu(ū)↵0
( u)↵0 + (u ! d) , (7)

where unprimed and primed greek letters are SU(3)Q and SU(3)ū indices respectively; in our
convention, fundamental indices are raised and anti-fundamental indices are lowered. Trans-
forming the interaction eigenstates { u, uc , ū} into mass eigenstates { , c, Ū}, we find three

5
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Setup in the massless neutrino limit: Setup in the massless neutrino limit: 

W � HuQ uc + Yu u uc +Mu uū+ YuYuYu + µY YuY
c
u

Superpotential 

and induce mixing among interaction eigenstates   

Transforming to the mass basis                             yields  

( u, uc , ū)

( u, uc , Ū)  u, uc

states with  masses of  order                           M ⇠ hYui

Ūand a massless MSSM triplet      

=) HuQ(VŪ) +HuQ(W uc)

with Yukawa couplings Yu / V ⇠ O (Mu/ hYui)

Flavor “Higgses” get VEVs hYui = hY c
u i 6= 0

Generating Yukawas
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Setup in the massless neutrino limit: Setup in the massless neutrino limit: 

R-Parity is not imposed by hand, but               is forbiddenūd̄d̄

ū ⇠ (3, 1), d̄ ⇠ (1, 3)since                                              under SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D

However, both up and down type                          under   uc,dc ⇠ 3̄ SU(3)Q

=) WBNV =  uc dc dc

After flavor breaking

WBNV ! (VuŪ)(VdD̄)(VdD̄)

�00 / YuYdYd

d̄

 uc dc

 ̃dc

˜̄d

 d  u

ū

Figure 2: Example diagram that becomes the trilinear BNV operator ŪD̄D̄ when the exotic interac-
tion eigenstates are diagonalized. Note that the scalar mass insertion arises from the supersymmetric

F-term |@W/@ d|2 � �0 ⇤
d hY ⇤

d i Md ̃
⇤
dc

˜̄d in the scalar potential.

Thus, Y ⇠ O(M/Y ) and these ratios are constrained by the known Yukawa couplings. Note
that the change of basis in Eq. (8) also induces exotic couplings of the form HuQ which do
not exhibit the Yukawa structure.

Since the Yukawas depend on the ratio M/ hY i, we demand that hYu,di � Mu,d for the
lighter generations whose corresponding exotic fermions receive large O(M/ hY i) masses and
become exceedingly heavy; for the third generation, the Yukawa coupling is of order unity, so
the corresponding exotic partners are naturally lighter. Note, however, that the overall scale of

M and Y is undetermined. This feature will become instrumental in suppressing e↵ects that
deviate from MFV structure in Section 3.

2.2 Trilinear Baryon Violation

Since the usual that the BNV operator ūd̄d̄ is forbidden by flavor symmetry, the only source of
R-parity violation in this model is given by

WBNV =
1

2
⌘ ✏abc✏↵��( uc)a↵( dc)b�( dc)c� , (9)

where a, b and c represent SU(3)c indices. With  s integrated out, this operator arises with
characteristic Yukawa suppression

WBNV =
1

2
⌘ ✏abc✏↵��(Vu

↵↵0Ū↵0
a )(Vd

��0D̄
�0

b )(Vd
��0D̄�0

c ) + O(   ) , (10)

and we identify the familiar BNV matrix as

�00
↵0�0�0 =

✓
⌘

�u�2
d

◆
✏↵��(Yu

↵↵0)(Yd
��0)(Yd

��0) , (11)

where (a, b, c) are color indices, (↵,�, �), are SU(3)Q indices, (↵0,�0, �0) are used interchange-
ably1 as SU(3)U,D flavor indices, and the overall prefactor ⌘/�u�

2
d is of order one. Note that

this is precisely the parametric dependence of the BNV operator in [4], which is the only source
of R-parity violation in the absence of neutrino masses.

1Technically, the primed indices that accompany Ū and D̄ do not uniquely correspond to SU(3)u,d indices since
the flavor group is now broken and these are no longer good quantum numbers.
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Figure 2: Example diagram that becomes the trilinear BNV operator ŪD̄D̄ when the exotic interac-
tion eigenstates are diagonalized. Note that the scalar mass insertion arises from the supersymmetric

F-term |@W/@ d|2 � �0 ⇤
d hY ⇤

d i Md ̃
⇤
dc

˜̄d in the scalar potential.

where a, b and c represent SU(3)c indices. With  s integrated out, this operator arises with
characteristic Yukawa suppression

WBNV =
1

2
⌘ ✏abc✏↵��(Vu

↵↵0Ū↵0
a )(Vd

��0D̄
�0

b )(Vd
��0D̄�0

c ) + O(   ) , (10)

and we identify the familiar BNV matrix as

�00
↵0�0�0 =

✓
⌘

�u�2
d

◆
✏↵��(Yu

↵↵0)(Yd
��0)(Yd

��0) , (11)

where (a, b, c) are color indices, (↵,�, �), are SU(3)Q indices, (↵0,�0, �0) are used interchange-
ably1 as SU(3)U,D flavor indices, and the overall prefactor ⌘/�u�

2
d is of order one. Note that

this is precisely the parametric dependence of the BNV operator in [4], which is the only source
of R-parity violation in the absence of neutrino masses.

2.3 Flavor VEVs and Yukawa Textures

Like the non-supersymmetric model in [6], our framework does not explain the hierarchies of
Yukawa couplings. Our approach in this paper is to accept the tuning of technically natural
parameters and rely on supersymmetry with gauged flavor symmetries to address both big
and little hierarchy problems dynamically. However, this scenario still requires supersymmetric
flavor breaking vacua, whose existence is not always guaranteed. To generate nontrivial flavor
textures, we can couple our flavor bifundamentals Yu,d and Y c

u,d to a singlet

WS � �SS(YuY c
u � w2) +

1

2
MSS2 + (u ! d) , (12)

where w sets the flavor breaking scale and MS ⇠> w to ensure that S doesn’t get a VEV.
Although this mechanism will generate a supersymmetric VEV, obtaining the observed Yukawa

1Technically, the primed indices that accompany Ū and D̄ do not uniquely correspond to SU(3)u,d indices since
the flavor group is now broken and these are no longer good quantum numbers.
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“Exotic” BNV
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Setup in the massless neutrino limit: Setup in the massless neutrino limit: 

Before breaking SUSY, we also have flavor violation from 
����
@W

@Yu

����
2

� µ⇤
Y hY c

u i
⇤  ̃u ̃uc + (u ! d) + c.c.

which is not MFV:              doesn’t set Yukawa couplingshY c
u i

µY ⌧ hY ibut as long as                           this is strongly suppressed 

D-terms are also not of  Yukawa form

g2Q
2

���Q̃⇤T a
QQ̃�  ̃⇤

ucT a
Q ̃uc + Y ⇤

u T
a
QYu � Y c

u
⇤T a

QY
c
u + (u ! d)

���
2

and similar terms for                      which will constrain the gauge SU(3)U,D

couplings later...

Deviations From MFV
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Setup in the massless neutrino limit: Setup in the massless neutrino limit: 

If                     the “exotic”       fermions/bosons are mass degenerate                          µY ! 0  

Minimizing D Terms forces :                          up to small corrections hYui = hY c
u i

SUSY breaking and EWSB spoil both features :

–  The D-term masses will only cancel to 

–   Mass non-degeneracy arises explicitly from soft terms 

However, if  the flavor scale satisfies 

these problems are tamed 

Thus far, everything assumes exact SUSY 

O(gmS)

hY i � mS

Important Aside
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–  SUSY breaking mediated while the flavor symmetry is exact. 

Furthermore, we want the mediation scale to satisfy

M⇤ � hY i � mS

–  Flavor symmetry will constrain structure of  soft terms 

– Approximate mass degeneracy ensures the same matrices 
diagonalize both the soft terms and fermions 

Now let’s break SUSY ... 

Important Aside
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that connect MSSM fields to the mass eigenstates ˜̄U and  ̃ (right). The resulting HuQ̃
˜̄U A-term

is consistent with MFV up to corrections of order m2
S/ hY i2 that arise from scalar/fermion mass

di↵erences once SUSY is broken.

Switching to the mass eigenbasis upon flavor symmetry-breaking, we get the usual MSSM
A-terms (see Fig. 3),

LS � ASHuQ̃↵( ̃uc)↵ �! ASHuQ̃↵(Vu
↵�0Ū�0

) =
AS
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(Yu)↵�0HuQ̃↵ ˜̄U�0
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which are proportional to Yukawa matrices and preserve the features of MFV SUSY. Since
the mass-eigenvalues/eigenstates for exotic scalars and fermions are identical in the hYu,di �
mS ,AS , v limit (see Appendix A), the A-terms are exactly aligned with the Yukawa matrices
from Eq. (8). In this limit the scalars get nearly all their mass from SUSY preserving e↵ects and
the MFV strucutre arises in diagrams where the ASHuQ̃ ̃uc supply the only SUSY breaking
vertices; the rest of the diagram involves supersymmetric  ̃u,  ̃uc and ˜̄u mass-mixing insertions.

Small non-MFV corrections arise when the exotic-scalar soft-masses are taken into account.
After SUSY breaking, the mass eigenbases for exotic states is no longer identical for fermions and
bosons; the soft lagrangian in Eq.(21) introduces additional scalar mass terms, so the matrices
that diagonalize the scalars will no longer be the V u,d that define the MSSM Yukawa matrices
in Eq. (8). These e↵ects, depicted in Fig. 4, generically contribute small, non-MFV corrections
proportional to m2

S/ hY i2 ⌧ 1, which is small by construction since the flavor breaking scale
is a free parameter in the model; only the ratio M/ hY i is constrained by the known Yukawa
textures.

Note that diagrams with vertices from the supersymmetric operator
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will never contribute to any MSSM A-terms. In Appendix A we show that, in the limit where
hY i � mS the massless MSSM eigenstates Ū are constructed entirely out of  ̃uc and ˜̄u linear
combinations; only the heavy  states acquire a component in the  u directions. Thus, the
diagram in Fig. 5 will only give rise to HuQ̃ ̃ interactions with exotic states.

In this framework only the third generation squarks will receive large A-terms; all other such
terms will be Yukawa suppressed. Thus, it is easy to accommodate light stop and sbottom LSPs
through RG running.
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hY i � mS the massless MSSM eigenstates Ū are constructed entirely out of  ̃uc and ˜̄u linear
combinations; only the heavy  states acquire a component in the  u directions. Thus, the
diagram in Fig. 5 will only give rise to HuQ̃ ̃ interactions with exotic states.

In this framework only the third generation squarks will receive large A-terms; all other such
terms will be Yukawa suppressed. Thus, it is easy to accommodate light stop and sbottom LSPs
through RG running.
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(top) and mass eigenbasis (bottom). Since the only SUSY breaking interactions in the bottom-
left diagram arise from ASHuQ̃ ̃uc vertices (in the interaction basis), the flavor violation in these
processes will be proportional to Yukawa matrices and consistent with MFV. The diagram in the
bottom right is not MFV, but is suppressed by v2/Y 2 ⌧ 1 on account of the large  mass.

After diagonalizing the exotic states with unitary matrices, we see that these terms are flavor
universal at leading order
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Q̃†Q̃ + ˜̄U † ˜̄U +  ̃† ̃

⌘
, (26)

but receive corrections through their interactions with flavor bifundamentals.
The leading non-diagonal corrections (depicted in Fig. 6) obey the MFV structure; the only

SUSY breaking vertices are due to the ASHuQ̃ ̃uc operator which carries Yukawa structure and
is brought into the mass eigenbasis by the same matrices that define the Yukawa couplings. The
soft terms in Eq. (26) are shifted by
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where f is an order one function that preserves MFV structure. Again we have set AS �! mS
for simplicity. A few comments are in order. In addition to the Yukawa matrices themselves, the
MFV term correction ⇠ Y†

uYu receives additional suppression from the v2/m2
S ⇠ 10�2 � 10�1

prefactor. The ⇠ v2/Y 2 term does not have the MFV form, but arises due to electroweak
breaking interactions (shown in Fig. 8), which split fermion and boson masses by a controlled
amount; as long as Y � v, these terms are negligible. The ⇠ v2m2

S/Y 4 corrections arise because
the scalars are no longer mass-degenerate with the fermions after SUSY breaking; the matrix
structure for these terms is generically not MFV. Similar corrections apply for soft masses

involving the right handed squarks ˜̄U and those of their exotic partners  ̃ showin in Fig 7.
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3.3 Soft Baryon Violation

After SUSY breaking, there are subleading, non-MFV corrections to trilinear baryon violation –
see Fig. 9. However, these diagrams are all highly suppressed relative to the dominant source of
BNV in Eq. 10 since they su↵er from two kinds of suppression: the scalar legs feature insertions
of µY ⌧ hY i, which is which is small (see discussion in in Section 2.4) and the second SUSY
breaking insertion on the scalar leg is accmpanied by an additional heavy propagator so the
e↵ective suppression is of order BS/ hY i2, so these diagrams are negligible.

4 Experimental Constraints

4.1 Direct Constraints

RPV Limits

Recent LHC studies have dramatically reduced the parameter space for natural RPV spectra
with sparticle masses below the ⇠ TeV range. However, much of this sensitivity is driven by
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– W’ Z’ searches bound lightest gauge boson > 1-3 TeV 

–  4th gen searches bound lightest exotics > 400-500 GeV 

  Low energy constraints on soft terms not aligned with Yukawas

– Constraints on LL squark transitions from D-terms 

– Since gauge boson masses                             production constraints 

gF < 10�1 � 10�2

   require                                     for lightest VEV

⇠ O(gF hY i)
hY i > O(10TeV)
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“Flavorful” SUSY : Nomura, Stolarski, Papucci (arXiv:0712.2074)
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Equality of  VEVs at leading order ensures D-term squark masses
 vanish up to corrections from Y’s soft masses
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